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Congratulations! 

Can read this book 



  

Luna and Alook are flying high, 

in a hot air balloon in the sky. 



  

“Let’s open up your adventure book,” 

said Luna, as she gives it to Alook. 



  

“Yippee! Yes, it is time for 

another trip,” 

replies Alook, as he munches on 

a potato chip. 



  

Alook’s travel journal  

begins to glow, 

a bright blue green light  

starts to show. 



  

Floating musical instruments in 

the air, 

some we all know and others 

quite rare. 



  

Swoosh, whoosh, clang,  

bang and bash, 

falling through a page and ending 

in a crash. 



  

 

Finally, Alook and Luna stop 

spinning around!  



  

Suddenly they hear  

an exquisite sound. 



  

  

 

A beautiful magical tune, 

with a low vibration of the bassoon. 



  

Alook and Luna are enchanted, 

by what they see, 

a big colorful door with a large 

lock and key. 



  

They carefully turn the key  

and walk down, 



  

into a large underground 

picturesque town. 

 



  

Alook bumps into a note  

that is moving fast, 

“sorry,” says the half tone,  

“I need to get past.” 



  

“Welcome to our nature school 

of music delight, 

we expected you sooner, must 

have been a late flight!” 



  

Standing in front of Luna and Alook 

is an old tree, 

 



  

with wispy hair and a crinkled up 

face that’s sipping tea. 



  

“My nickname is Wispy,  

bet you can tell?” 

Laughed the old character 

clinging his bell. 



  

“Let’s explore the world of 

pitches, tones and notes.” 

Luna and Alook followed Wispy 

to a group of musical goats. 



  

They were playing all sorts of 

different types of drums, 

box, frame, friction, bass, 

kettle, hand and a flum. 



  

He wore big crazy glasses and a 

long colorful coat. 

“Come and rock with us dude,” 

said the happy hippy goat, 



  

Alook and Luna joined in with 

the cool goat band,                                    

learning new techniques with the 

palms of their hand. 



  

“Let’s go, follow me, time to see 

the good vibes gig,“                 

groinked a bright yellow and 

purple hairy pig. 



  

Alook and Luna hastily followed 

with gusto,                                      

in front of them was a  

colorful water show. 



  

With flamingos and storks 

dancing on the water,                  

to an ensemble of musicians  

and a singing otter. 



  

Magical rainbow splashes  

swayed in the air,                   

next to the trumpet playing boy 

and brown bear. 



  

A young girl harmonized  

together with a cat,                  

two dogs, and an alligator  

on a floating mat. 



  

Alook smiled at Luna  

as he twirled around,                  

whistling and enjoying the 

beautiful and joyful sounds. 



  

 “come let’s go and see  

the musical farm.” 

Wispy softly tapped Alook  

on his arm,                      



  

“Quick they have arrived,” 

screeched the owl,             

 as a cooing, gentle lullaby,  

was sung by a fowl. 



  

The rest of the farm band  

sat in their places,                            

holding their instruments  

with smiles on their faces. 



  

said, a butterfly  

with large golden wings. 

“Welcome to our garden of 

delightful strings, “                         



  

placed the different notes in a 

magic formation. 

Plucking, strumming, scrapping 

and vibration,                     



  

The amazing sound created  

a burst of fiery hues,                        

of a sweet harmonious tune of 

reds and blues. 



  

Alook and Luna clapped  

with all their might, 

at the fabulous extraordinary 

sight.          

at the fabulous extraordinary 

sight.         



  

“Your hot air balloon is ready now,”                                           

said Wispy, as the musicians 

took their bow. 



  

Luna and Alook  

waved their goodbyes,                                   

as they took off high  

into the endless skies. 

The end 
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This book is about the magical music adventures 

of these two fun loving birds. Luna and Alook get 

sucked into the magical adventure travel book 

and then come to discover a beautiful 

picturesque town, where they get to meet lots of 

interesting characters, including unusual 

musicians playing funny instruments. 

 


